ology of lime mortars is not only interesting in itself but is also the first step in the characterization of cement materials. These are even more difficult to deal with because of their complex chemical composition, the fact that they are combined with admixtures with specific superplasticizer and viscosity modifying action and because of their reactivity (hydraulicity) vis-à-vis the dispersion water [4 -6] . Hydraulic cements are by far the most widely used man-made material in the world today, with a production of more than one and a half billion tons a year.
In spite of the knowledge gained over decades of research, a physically rigorous theoretical and experimental -albeit not univocaltreatment of the rheology is only possible for the paste system [7, 8] . At a higher scale, as dimensions of the granular solid phase (micrometres in the paste, millimetres in the mortars, centimetres in the concrete) the rheology is roughly expressed and measured by means of empirical concepts and methods. The reasons for this situation, highly unsatisfactory from a scientific standpoint, the root of misunderstandings and the cause of poor quality products, lie in the large number of influencing parameters, the inability to correlate them using the usual mathematical procedures and the tenacious persistence of outdated concepts.
Here we propose a fuzzy model [9 -12] that allows to predict the consistency of lime mortars based on an expression of the plasticity of the corresponding pastes. In turn, plasticity will be defined using measurements taken with a rotational viscosimeter of physically significant variables such as shear stress and shear rate.
RHEOLOGY OF LIME PASTES (PUTTIES)
Relatively few studies have been published on the rheology of lime-based pastes (putties with 40 -50% solids by weight) [2, 13 -16] . Lime putty can be likened to a thixotropic non-Newtonian fluid. The solid phase is composed of particles of calcium hydroxide, in the nanometer to micrometer size range, occurring as hexagonal tabular and prismatic crystals. The solid phase characteristics depend on the petrological features of the parent limestone, on the calcination process employed, on lime slaking conditions and aging of the lime slurry, sometimes prolonged for years (in this time, at rest, grain morphology and size distribution is modified through a succession of dissolution/recrystallization events and so the rheological quality is enhanced). Finally, specific surface of the solid phase ranges from 10 to 30 m 2 /g [13] .
Rheometric data obtained using a coaxial cylinder viscosimeter are reported in papers published by the authors [17, 18] . The relationship between shear stress s and time t at a constant shear rate g · are represented by Tattersall's equation: (1) where s e is the equilibrium value of shear stress obtained theoretically for t ô ∞, but practically achieved after some minutes of shear, s M is the initial value of shear stress and T is a time constant. However, we can express the relationship between shear stress s and shear rate g · at a time t by means of the Bingham's equation: (2) where s 0 and h p are the yield stress and the plastic viscosity respectively. Summing up, about five rheological parameters are required to describe the set of data obtained from measurements in rigorously defined flow conditions in a rotational coaxial cylinder viscosimeter. Using different equations for the steady and transient behaviour of pastes does not change this number substantially [8, 19 -21] .
FUZZY MODELLING
The overall knowledge of a phenomenon, in practice the link that enables one to estimate the value of a dependent/unknown variable from known independent variables, is traditionally expressed by means of one or more equations that are in an explicitly analytically form or numerically solvable.
By contrast, when a fuzzy approach is adopted the information gathered is represented in another form that differs from ordinary equations, enabling one to work with different kinds of data. Under the minimal expectation, what is known as a KB (knowledge base) box gathers the same information used in the traditional approach but has the advantage that it is able to
traditional or non-traditional modelling procedure does not exist as it is practically impossible to model these phenomena using a traditional approach and the few attempts made were not generally accepted and developed [23, 24] . According to Zadeh [9] , one of the pioneers of the development of fuzzy logic for complex engineering problems:
"As the complexity of a system increases, our ability to make precise and significant statements about its behaviour diminishes until a threshold is reached beyond which precision and significance (or relevance) become almost mutually exclusive characteristics…a corollary principle may be stated succinctly as <the closer one looks at a real world problem, the fuzzier becomes its solution >".
The key concept of fuzzy logic and of the mathematics deriving therefrom is the degree of membership m of an object to a set. While we ordinarily presume that an object belongs (m = 1) or does not belong (m = 0) to a set (e.g. 8 belongs to the set of even numbers, 9 does not) it is possible to develop mathematics based on the concept of partial membership, the degree of membership falling in the interval 0 £ m £ 1. For example, a viscosity of 0.97 Pa·s can, in a given context such as that of lime pastes, belong partially to a set said to be "medium viscosity" and partially to a set said to be "high viscosity", defined by the membership functions shown in Fig. 1 .
This conversion of a datum which is in itself fully exhaustive into a member of a set is useful because in these terms it can be treated jointly with the linguistic variables in a fuzzy model of a complex phenomenon. In applications of rheology appear, within the same European Norms [25, 26] , terms such as plasticity, consistency or workability that are as extraordinarily qualitative com-82 Applied Rheology Volume 16 · Issue 2 take into account other knowledge elements such as: linguistic variables, numerical variables that could only forcibly be considered as being statistical and some aspects of the subjective experience of experts in that particular sector. Further, others argue that under the maximum expectation, the fuzzy approach, precisely because of its extension, might allow us to view a complex phenomenon from a holistic perspective enabling us to appreciate that being "greater than the sum of its parts", that is impossible to achieve with the typically reductionist conventional approach (isolation and study of single aspects all other conditions being equal) that is constrained by the need to obtain and work with solvable equations [11] .
When modelling physical phenomena that involve only a few variables there is no need for a non-traditional method to be used, but the same cannot be said of modelling phenomena that involve a large number of variables and when defining quantities that, based on laboratory measurements have to be translated to field scale [22] . This is the situation facing researchers engaged in the rheological characterization of technically important materials such as mortars and above all, cement-based concretes. In this sector, on the one hand general concepts continue to be used that are not clearly definable in a physical sense (for example workability, consistency, plasticity, fluidity and so on) while on the other very rough and ready measurement techniques are still practised (slump using Abrams cone, spread on flow table, discharge rates through variously shaped openings, etc.). In these cases the dilemma of choosing between a prehensive of the shear phenomena of materials such as pastes, mortars or concretes as they are difficult to define, measure and correlate. We define as rules expressions of the following type:
IF premise (or antecedent) THEN outcome (or consequent) in particular:
Each rule summarizes part of the functional information of the variables, operating on the respective degrees of membership. AND is an operator defined in fuzzy set theory which allows to evaluate the degree of membership of the consequent for known antecedent membership degrees. For example we can write: ,
which means that if x (= x 0 ) has a degree of membership in X, y (= y 0 ) a degree of membership in Y and … z (= z 0 ) a degree of membership in Z, then we will have a corresponding degree of membership in W (see Fig. 2 ). The rules can be defined in two ways; they can either be written by an expert (or by a coordinated team of experts) or, when a large variables data base exists then automatic data mining tools can be used. The socalled fuzzy approximation theorem, FAT [11] ensures that the range of any function whatsoever that cannot be formulated analytically can be covered by a block of rules: "Knowledge is rules. Rules are patches. Patches cover the curve of a system … A FAT system can always turn inputs to outputs and turn causes to effects and turn questions to answers…a fuzzy system can model or approximate any system…". The ultimate, global estimated value of the dependent variable is the combination (aggregation) of the outputs from the single rules. This is done by means of union operators (OR) also defined by fuzzy set theory. For N rules we can write: 
where Ÿ denotes AND and ⁄ denotes OR (see Fig. 3 ).
Once we have defined the aggregation m''(w) this can be defuzzified by determining for instance its barycentre, which is thus the value of the dependent variable we are looking for. These operations are known as inference and the procedure for implementing inference is called Inference Engine. Figure 4 is a schematic representation of fuzzy rules-based model components.
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Applied Rheology Volume 16 · Issue 2 The variables identified, their membership functions along with the rules make up the KB for the fuzzy model which contains all the data, information and even expert experience on a specific phenomenon. In the following sections a KB is built for a model developed to determine plasticity and consistency.
FUZZIFICATION OF PLASTICITY
The rheological quality of lime-based paste is conventionally described in terms of plasticity. Plasticity is certainly the most appreciable quality of lime putty, when used directly or as a rheological additive in cement based mortars. The concept of plasticity cannot be expressed in terms of physical quantities and hence neither measurable and partly subjective is far from illogical. It is no coincidence that the term appears in technical regulations currently in force, in Europe for example [25, 26] .
To describe the rheology of lime putty using data derived from rotational viscosimetric measurements involves, as seen above, the use of (about) five parameters. This makes it very difficult to establish any correlation between the rheology of the paste and that of the corresponding mortar. Thus it would clearly be beneficial if this could be achieved using a single parameter characterizing the paste, in other words using a "delegate". The ideal candidate would of course be plasticity itself, but were it possible to define it and use it as a variable in the mathematical sense.
In fuzzy logic, plasticity can be viewed as a typical linguistic variable. Fig. 5 shows the membership function proposed for the linguistic variable plasticity granulated into to four fuzzy sets VERY LOW, LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH. Granularity was limited to four classes because it is objectively difficult for an operator to have better discriminating ability.
Setting plasticity = f(s e , s M , T, s 0 , h p ) we proceed with the fuzzification of the independent variables (Fig. 6 ). For the lime putties considered, se reaches, at different times depending on operating conditions, values comprised in a limited, poorly discriminating range; the parameters s e and s M can thus be considered jointly, in the form of the difference Ds. Table 1 shows the IF/THEN rules for the plasticity variable (n = 34).
FUZZIFICATION OF CONSISTENCY
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Applied Rheology Volume 16 · Issue 2 duces in any case a more or less adverse affect. We have defined a sand rheo-index SRI = f (shape, roundness, surface feature, size distribution), fuzzified as shown in Fig. 9 . For sands that do not exhibit large granulometric variations, as in the present case where mortar compactness is the leader goal for achieving good mechanical performance, grain size distribution can be defined by means of a single parameter, for example the fineness modulus [27] . The allowable combinations of grain shape, roundness, surface feature and fineness modulus of a sand are subjected to constraints associated with its origin (natural: disaggregation, transport, erosion; artificial: crushing) and crystalline properties (cleavage, hardness) [27 -29] . Figure 10 shows the fuzzification of the parameters influencing the SRI and Table 2 gives the block of IF/THEN rules for the SRI (n = 26). advantages in terms of properties of the hardened material (dimensional stability, rapid and regular carbonation, wear resistance, low cost) and just one disadvantage, it makes the mortar less fluid. A suitably formulated mortar is typically plastic but the term used in current European Norms to express the overall rheological properties is consistency [25] so we will use the same term here.
We will treat consistency as a linguistic variable: consistency = f (paste plasticity, sand-tolime putty ratio, sand rheo-properties, air content). The Fig. 7 shows the fuzzification used here for it. As the sand-to-lime putty ratio is increased by weight so the mortar's rheological properties deteriorate; maximum extension of the ratio lies in the range from 1 to 5. Fig. 8 shows the penalty introduced by this parameter.
Depending on the physical/morphological properties of the grains, the addition of sand pro- 5, 7, 8, 9, 11) .
The presence of air in the form of submillimeter size bubbles acts as an important plasticizer of mortar (the bubbles can be naturally entrapped or deliberately incorporated by means of air entraining agents for thermal insulation, freeze/thaw resistance or to counteract the effects of salt crystallization). Fuzzification of the air (bubble) content is shown in Fig. 11 . Table 3 shows the rules (n = 79) for determining mortar consistency.
This block of rules indicates, for example, that whatever the plasticity of the lime paste, for large contents of unfavourable sand type and in the absence of an air entraining agent, mortar consistency is bound to be very poor. Conversely, good mortar consistency requires a high quality putty with high, average or even poor plasticity if admixed with adequate amounts of air entraining agent and the appropriate proportion of sand with good rheological properties.
CONCLUSIONS
The rheological properties of the pastes and mortars widely used in civil engineering and for the restoration and conservation of historic/artistic monuments decisively affect the ultimate properties of the work performed. However, to date the characterization of these materials suffers from a large dose of empiricism, uncontrolled subjectivity and, as a result, ambiguity.
The peculiar nature of these "fluids", which contain large concentrations of solids with a grain size of up to a few millimetres, has made their physical characterization impossible. The persistence of qualitative concepts such as plasticity and consistency also in European Norms, is nonetheless justified by the all-inclusive qualitative nature of these terms.
We have provided a quantitative description of plasticity and consistency and established a correlation with the numerous variables involved, adopting a fuzzy logic approach for modelling the phenomena. The advantage of this approach is that it allows to rationally handle in mathematical and computerizable terms the entire knowledge base available, albeit within the framework of soft-computing/approximate reasoning.
